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a couple of points

• I have not done this before….  so I may screw up


• I would like to compliment the speakers (especially the 
younger speakers who have spoken with so much clarity 
and confidence


• Not all lectures of this morning included



SEARCH FOR NEW 
GASSES with low GWP

VERY LARGE ARRAYS OF RPCs/ CALORIMETERS



Had to wait to Wednesday to 
hear more on this



What is Ohmic correct? 

Current drawn at half working voltage



This gap became worse 
during reconditioning 

Has it been discarded?

In question/answer after 
presentation - it was not 

clear what had happened to 
this chamber



Mesage: Reduce voltage 
on RPC from 9.6 to 9.2 kV 
to increase RPC lifetime



Mesage: Reduce voltage 
on RPC from 9.6 to 9.2 kV 
to increase RPC lifetime

Question: how much charge is 
produced in chamber for each 

MinI particle?



Message from CMS:  Ohmic current 
increase under high flux irradiation



328 ps for 
1 mm gap RPC

Very difficult to measure time 
resolution below 50 ps

σt = 1.28/(α-η)v

W. Riegler, C. Lippmann and R. 
Veenhof NIMA 500(2003)144

This formula does not predict a linear 
relationship between gap size and 

resolution

However this is an excellent result that 
needs to be independently verified



Change from LHC to FAIR
Change from RPC to MRPC

Many critical aspects when 
precise timing needed for a 

large system 
such as fanout of clock to 

distributed TDC system



150 mm wide strips:  
and no degradation

It is good to be reminded of 
MRPC characteristics: wide 

streamer-free efficiency plateau 
with high value of efficiency



Link with Italian EEE project



Clear interest with precise 
cosmic ray measurements: 

maybe also search for LLPs from 
LHC 

But MATHUSLA wants to use 
scintillators and not RPCs



end of day 1
• CMS observe high ohmic current after high irradiation of 

RPCs


• ATLAS will reduce voltage (9.6 to 9.2 kV) on their RPCs to 
extend their life


• Very good time resolution of 1mm gap RPC (to be continued)


• CBM TOF - ultra high rate - need to take care of all details to 
get their expected time resolution


• SHIP MRPCs look impressive:  no degradation for very 
wide strips



Noise introduced by 
crossed strop readout?? 



Impressive - why 
is edge zone 

better?

Approaching 
Giulio’s 

measurement



Our group tried a similar idea - painted the glass 
surfaces: big difference between anode and cathode.

Also observed this 50% 
maximum of efficiency 



Examine very low gas flow 

In my opinion this is a very 
nice result 



Increase of dark current with 
accumulated charge

ALICE MUON RPCs



➤ Intrinsic jitter produced at the beginning of avalanche 
process: 

➤ reduced by working at high Townsend coefficient 

➤ Taking ‘average’  of many avalanches 

➤ Other contributions to time jitter 

➤ Time slewing - finite rise time of electronics - however 
relatively easy to correct 

➤ Single-ended / Differential read-out front-end electronics 
important for time resolutions below 150 ps 

➤ Voltage drop on resistive plates - more R&D needed   

Summary



A school has a muon telescope - 
in coincidence with other 

schools:  can do experiments 
locally - excellent to attract 
potential physics students.



I believe that strongly 
electronegative gas is 

needed 

Very good program to fix leaks 
in the chambers - chambers 

built without O rings



Avalanche in narrow gap where space charge effects are important 

Primary ionisation: electrons accelerated towards anode ionising the gas Neαχ 

if number of electrons exceeds some limit (106 - 107) space charge severely reduces field 
for electrons at ‘head’ of avalanche: reduces α and increases attachment coefficient η: 
electrons   negative ions : avalanche stops growing but there is a signal as electrons 
move to anode 

Operation of MRPC not dependant on gap size

Fig. 6. The efficiency of the three MRPCs as a function of voltage at 2.5 kHz ∕ cm2 .
The lines are to guide the eye.

Recent R&D
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Figure 2.13: Efficiency, time resolution σ and time walk for strips 6,7 and 8 as a function of the applied voltage.

ALICE TOF R&D
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I am not sure Ar/CO2 gas 
has the correct properties 

for MRPC



Space charge 
effects ?? 

Discussions with 
Lothar indicate that 

space charge is 
unlikely

Personally I believe 
that we need more 

of these 
measurements



Problem with the 
bakelite production



Rather extreme conditions - 
but it is good to see RPCs 

operating well  

RPCs used for 
MuonTomography have 

more extreme concerns for 
power/gas etc



Impressive increase in 
trigger capability to take 
care of higher luminosity

A bit outside my expertise 
but a well presented talk



Fantastic rate capability :  
increase in resistivity is a new challenge! 

Flip HV every so often



Linear response up to 36 kHz/cm2

Interesting evidence of ageing 



10 year old MRPC -  glass plates had become opaque

Polymerised coating on the surface



LIP Coimbra is very busy group

Very impressive results



Only 1 poster has been uploaded to website (Wednesday afternoon)



End of day 2
• ALICE Muon RPCs -  bad planes being replaced - maybe more 

sensitive front-end electronics would help?


• 1 mm gap RPCs built in China have good performance


• Start considering very low gas flows -  recirculating gas systems…


• Townsend coefficient -  do we really know how good calculated 
value is??


• Very high rates with tests up to 200 kHz/cm2 : new challenge - need 
and easy way to flip applied HV


• Ageing - is this going to be an issue?



Problem:  
fit a triplet of 1 mm gap RPCs in a 6 cm gap: 

Mechanics of large planar devices needs attention



‘Streaming DAQ’ 
Every hit anywhere 

in detector is 
recorded 

Ambitious by 
necessary! 

Very excellent time resolution at high rates



N.B. ALICE TOF MRPC 
found that resistivity should 
be larger than 1 MΩ/square 
to prevent charge spreading 

on pickup strips

ALICE TOF TDR

resistive layer

Resistive layer spreads 
charge image on pickup 

strips

Paolo Fonte reminded us of Riegler’s work



Good Question

The answer



Important and relevant study of 
possible gas mixtures: 

N.B. May be necessary to study 
single gap RPC separately from 

MRPCs



Glass RPCs -  in my opinion 
should be run without water

knee at 10.9 kV



To keep resistivity constant : need to increase gas flow to 3 volume changes / hour 



end of day 3

• CMS can control ageing by increasing gas flow to 3 
volumes exchanged every hour


• CBM making progress towards high rate operation


• Confirmation from our Chinese colleagues that the ATLAS  
1 mm gap chambers are the way forward



Very big improvement with Neural Network 
Needs confirmation with real data 

However need charge to be spread onto 
many strips - high channel count



60ps nowadays

Rather slow amplifier to allow 
sampling of leading edge

Incorrect comparison between sampled waveform 
versus fixed threshold since preamplifier was slow



Non-trivial problem : may be 
very necessary at high 

luminosity



Why not use 1 MOhm/square for resistive coating 
How much charge produced in chamber per MinI particle



Maybe these chambers are 
working in streamer mode??



I am a bit out of my depth here 
but I appreciated the clear 

presentation 



Very impressive time 
resolution for 1 mm gap RPC 

Test at GIF ++

Looks very impressive : this 
breakthrough needs confirmation



X-Y strip readout works well 
No time resolution presented



Time-over-Threshold used to select the largest 
pulse height

NINO is a fine front-end ASIC! 



Want to mount electronics at one end - 
but readout both ends Excellent results even at 2 kHz/cm2



Personally I applaud these studies of gas mixtures - please continue!



Personally I applaud this study of 
gas mixtures - especially this 

fast/total charge measurement - 
please continue!

Measurements Of Total Charge :) 
Total charge important for rate capability



A truly zero gas flow: 
very interesting study  

Good for Cosmic ray operation  
 

Another LIP-Coimbra contribution



In my opinion - this is an essential and serious 
study - however I worry about the high flow 

rates needed - are there strange compounds 
being produced - are they really being 

removed or can they slowly build upon in 
recirculating systems





Need to suppress streamers in glass RPCs 
Recall the Frascati experience (recover chambers by flowing ammonia)



I find the operation of MRPC with 
no flow of gas very interesting



Personally I like all these non-particle physics experiment 



R&D must continue

Pile of discarded MRPCs

Bac half full of broken glass sheets



So what is next?
• Gas studies must continue…  are the new low GWP 

gasses really stable enough to use at high rates


• Ageing - is this an issue?


• Better electronics -  always useful -  however latest may 
also offer a breakthrough


• Goal : 20 ps at 100 kHz/cm2


